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xceedium password grabber is
designed to recover lost
passwords from different types of
archives. this tool is extremely
easy to use and it takes less than
1 minute to complete a brute force
attack. it recovers all passwords
used to extract archives that are
password protected. for example,
it can crack the password of a zip
archive, rar, 7z, ace or tar archive.
it supports both the classic and
brute force attacks. the brute force
attack is the most comprehensive
way to cover every possible
guessed password. however,
classic bruteforce is too broad that
takes too long time. widely
adopted regular expressions
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syntax allows you to define
combinations more precisely. they
are even much more flexible then
the mask attack. each brute force
attack provides you with a detailed
description of the password's
content and a brute-force attack,
which you can run directly from
the software. the software comes
with a lot of built-in lists (wordlist
or dictionary) of common
characters and special characters.
for example, you can use a list of
the most common passwords of
your country to detect the most
common passwords in your
country. the software also has an
option to automatically perform an
attack using all the lists available
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in the software. another useful
feature is an option to perform an
attack using an ascii table of
common characters. this is very
useful when you want to detect all
the combinations of characters of
a given length. the software also
comes with an option to perform
an attack with all the data you
have in the current computer
memory. this tool is very
convenient when you are working
with an old computer, which does
not have a lot of memory. another
useful feature is the ability to use
a list of common dictionary words
to detect common dictionary
words. another tool is protected by
the 3 days trial version of the
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software. the trial version provides
you with all the functionalities, but
the time restriction does not start
running. another interesting
feature is the ability to save all the
detected passwords in a text file.
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unique feature: preventing the tool
from being scanned by security

software. we made the password
guessing process 100%

automated. you simply need to
press “start”. the tool will guess

your passwords for you and reveal
them to you immediately. we also
make sure that the tool is highly
secure for you. unique feature:

password / account logon support.
although this feature is common in

the majority of anti-virus and
security software, it is a

surprisingly rare feature in
password guessers. this makes
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password guessers far more
complex and is the main reason

why such software is so expensive.
also, password guessers typically
don’t provide support for the most

popular and widely used
authentication methods. only very
few (if any) of them support ntlm

or kerberos.. unique feature:
password / account logon support.
although this feature is common in

the majority of anti-virus and
security software, it is a

surprisingly rare feature in
password guessers. this makes

password guessers far more
complex and is the main reason

why such software is so expensive.
also, password guessers typically
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don’t provide support for the most
popular and widely used

authentication methods. only very
few (if any) of them support ntlm
or kerberos.. here you can see the
statistics based approach to the
password of limitless.love.2014.

this is the power of science-backed
scientific studies. we've analyzed

millions of leaked passwords freely
available on the net with science-

backed mathematical and
statistical methods and based on
what has been discovered we've
implemented a special kind of

attack that significantly improve
chances your password to be

recovered. no more waste of time
to test senseless 'lfks^k%j' or
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'dfkj4ht38'! only what real people
like you can type in as a password.
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